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How to  F orget About Your Mother

Ignore her calls and texts. The occasional snail-mail 
tucked in amongst credit card statements, bills.
Watch your father pick up a pen to sign the divorce papers, 
put it down, grab a beer and disappear 
out onto the back deck. Regret not being 

eighteen, wish you could walk 
down to city hall and shed the hyphen connecting you to her 
like your father soon will. Read about how deeply people regret
erasing a parent from their life. Cut her out 
of every picture you can find. Box up 

her forgotten, sterile-scented belongings:
an old juicer, three paint-stained t-shirts, a pair of flip flops
that you’d borrowed the week before, then consider keeping the flip flops,
slip them on, and realize that your toes fit perfectly 
into the indents worn into the soles.  Try to hurl them out 
your window, sigh as they bounce off the glass and land 

on your windowsill.
Leave the cardboard box 
on the practically-evaporating-from-heat concrete.  
Watch a familiar grey-silver sedan turn 
into the driveway. Avert your eyes 
for a moment, then look back

at the now-empty space. Your favorite banana bread pan is gone
too: sacrificed to her spirit, perhaps taken. Recipes ricochet 
off the inner walls of your mind, coated in expired eggs, 
flour. Grab a bowl, whisking until you can’t feel 
her hand indented on your knuckles. Hurl the batter 
into the sink. Hide away the beat-up 

silver measuring cups. Order take-out. Then try get-out. Wear out 
your first pair of pavement-christened shoes.  Punish your 
feet: foolish escape artists.  Map out your neighborhood, 
then your veins.  Lacerate every inch

of your skin. Bleed. Tie yourself in blankets, hiding
your body: her body. Slowly forget eye-color, nose
slope. Find your pan on the doorstep, smash it. Burn
the accompanying note. Cut your mummified body
into pieces with the shards.  Shave your head, gouge



your eyes. Look in the mirror. Do you remember?


